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The best-selling Harley Quinn continues her bloody romp in the second volume of her own

series!The first rule of Skate Club is...you do not mess with the Mistress of Mayhem! Harley

stumbles across an underground fight club where big money winds with a body count. She's in...and

she's making Sy Borgman her agent for the fights. And wha would happen if the demented Clown

Princess of Crime visited the most popular comic con out there? Find out when Harley Quinn

invades Comic-Con!! Collects Harley Quinn #9-13, Harley Quinn Futures End #1, Harley Quinn

Invades Comic-Con International San Diego #1 and Secret Origin #4.
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I wasn't too sure about new 52 Harley, but my wife bought me vol.1 and 2 and when I finally got

around to reading them I couldn't believe I hadn't read them sooner. I've chuckled in my head while

reading before, but this is the first time I've actually laughed out loud while reading. The 3 or 4

issues with Power Girl are by far my favorite part.

Getting to see the Joke in Volume 2 was great, and the story line is progressing well. A little

confusing in spots but that's Harley for you. The art work is wonderful and the extras are great as

well!

Really loved this, though must admit the first one was better. This one doesnt have the structured



story line like the other one but instead kindof skips around a little. I was glad that they still stuck to

the overall story from the first one though.

Solo Harley reminds me so heavily of Tank Girl, that's not a bad thing either. Like I really love it, I

love she's just her own sort of character living in a reality of her own and sometimes she reminds

me heavily of the Joker with her facial expressions or things she does in the comic and I find that

really cool. As much as people aren't into the idea of the two of them not being a couple i kind of like

knowing and seeing this character be out on her own and being able to exist without being with

Joker 24/7

The new Harley Quinn series is awesome. Artwork is very fitting for the character and the stories

are goofy, crazy, and funny. She is the female version of my favorite character Deadpool. Definitely

recommend if you're looking for an easy fun read.

Got this as a Birthday Gift for a friend, the person in question absolutely loved it and thanked me.

They said the item arrived perfectly with no issues and that really enjoyed the art style and story.

I got the hardcover, and the quality is good. It's got a thick cover, and nice solid binding.The series

itself is very entertaining to me. I love Harley's hijinks! Her new 52 series puts her in different light

and has a new spin on her backstory. It's doesn't usually get very deep or have an intricate

storyline. And while more of that might be nice, I also didn't expect it to have those things.Taken for

what it is, I think most Harley Quinn lovers would enjoy this series.

Not as charming as the first volume. Something happened, and I'm not sure what it was. Trying too

hard, maybe. It just lost all of what made the first volume so great. I felt bored throughout most of it.

Plus the sexual pandering between a half dressed Powergirl and a sexually ambiguous Harley just

felt like pandering to horny fanboys more than any humor or story was involved, and I hated that.

Not sure if I will buy Volume 3.
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